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EXTREME RISK (Book 1)EXTREME RISK (Book 1)

Can two broken people make each other whole?

For attorney Hindley Hagen, life is all about staying one step ahead of the game. Avoiding surprises and keeping

people at a distance is the only way she can protect herself from the painful scars of her past.

As legal counsel and sports agent to some of the world’s top athletes, she's always ready for a challenge. But when her

new client struts in, his familiar blue eyes bore through her facade and threaten her well-planned life. Keeping all his

secrets is now her new profession, but if he discovers hers, she might lose everything.

Pro extreme sports athlete Rory Gregor knows what it’s like to be on top. But after two years of bad decisions and

one-night-stands, he’s forced to make a comeback he never anticipated. His team may think a new sports agent will

rebuild his career, but what if she costs him his heart in the process?

Just when Rory is poised for a comeback, secrets from his past threaten to ruin his chance for gold and a new love. In

the world of extreme sports, sometimes you have to risk it all to win.
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EXTREME DEVOTION (Book 2)EXTREME DEVOTION (Book 2)

For the first time in her life, Hindley Hagen has found unconditional love. She's worked hard to help pro athlete,

Rory Gregor rebuild his reputation. This time, he’s won more than just a gold medal, he’s captured her heart.

But now she’s trapped, caught in the snare of a different man playing a deadly game. She must choose–protect the

one man who’s made her come alive or risk losing everything she’s worked hard for, including him.

Trust isn’t something that comes naturally to Rory Gregor. Even his achievements as a multi-gold medalist can’t

wash away the insecurities from an abusive childhood. Hindley’s devotion has given him hope, but he still feels

unworthy of her love.

As their need to protect one another grows to escalating heights with deadly consequences, will Hindley and Rory

finally find the future together they deserve? Or will they discover the one thing that could destroy them both is each

other?

EXTREME SACRIFICE (Book 3)EXTREME SACRIFICE (Book 3)

Do opposites really attract?

Dana Di Grazio is fearless and feisty but struggling to find her purpose in life. Hiding behind a hardened exterior,

she’s erected walls to protect herself from the devastating losses of her past. When thrust into the role of caretaker

for pro motocross rider, Peter Fontenot, she must sacrifice her own boundaries in order to care for him. Fear soon

sets in when Dana realizes Peter may be the first man capable of breaking down her walls.

When a motorcycle accident forces extreme sports champion, Peter Fontenot to rely on a foul-mouthed, Italian

spitfire, he’s surprised to find himself drawn to someone so crass and ill-suited. Dana is the one thing he doesn’t

want, but the only thing he can’t live without.

EXTREME TRUST (Book 4)EXTREME TRUST (Book 4)

Dana Di Grazio has overcome emotional and physical pain all her life. After weeks of caring for injured motocross

rider, Peter Fontenot, she’s slowly learned to trust again. But when the man she’s given her heart to storms out of her

life with no excuses, she’s left feeling abandoned and alone, unworthy of love.

Motocross rider, Peter Fontenot, is faced with a choice – stay with the one woman who’s captured his heart or fulfill

his family’s unreasonable obligations. When a ghost from his past threatens Dana’s life in unimaginable ways, will

Peter be able to reconcile with his family in order to save her? Or will his declaration of love be too late?

NOTE:Originally released in 2015 as X-Treme Boys Series Books
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